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16. The correct translation of � � C'Wl1! 
�"1is 
® Dhaka is which country's capital? 
® Which country is Dhaka capital of? 
© Which country Dhaka is capital of? 
@ ls Dhaka which country's capital? 

17. The synonym of'disdain' is: 
® dislike ® anger 
© hate @ contempt 

@enfalse 

® without date 

®certificate 
@knowledge 

s run deep'. Name the part of speech 
of the underlined word: 

® noun ® adjective © verb @ adverb 
25. 'He thinks he is - Rabindranath'. Choose the 

right article to fill in the gap: 
®a ®an ©the 

26. An antonym of the word 'awful' is: 
@no article 

® unpleasant® awake © wonderful @terrible ©��� 
10.��/;� 

��, 

� 27. 'A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush' 
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means: 
® to feel restricted with less 
® to be content with what one has 
© to have greed for more @ to capture and control 

28. 'Honesty is the best policy'. Here 'honesty' is: 
® a proper noun ® a common noun 
© a collective noun @ an abstract noun 

29. 'I do not like puffed rice'. The passive voice of the 
sentence is·: 
® Puffed rice not liked by me 
® Puffed rice did not liked by me
© Puffed rice was not liked by me 
@ Puffed rice is not liked by me 

30. Pick out the correct spelling from the following 
words: 
@ phoenix ® phinics © phoeniks @ phenix 
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@ Gentral ll ocessor unit ® Central Processing Unit 
IQ €onl!J)l processor unit @ Control processing unit 
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95. 'The Origin of species' � �-
® Herbert spencer ® Sigmund Freud 
© Karl Marx @ Charles Robert Darwin 
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91.C 92.B 93.B 94.D 95.D 96.C 97.C 98.B 99.C JOO.A 
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Read this passage carefully in order to choose the 
most suitable answers to the queries followed by it. 
The questions arc of equal value. 

Telegrams, even urgent ones, take long in 
transmission, and as I had to do a journey of a thousand 
miles by rail and road, and the last twenty miles on foot, a 
week elapsed between the sending of the telegram and my 
arrival at the village; and in the mean time the tiger made 
another kill. The victim on this occasion was a woman 
who, with her husband and children, had lived for years in 
the compound of the house adjoining our home in Naini 
Tai This woman, in company with several others, was 
cutting grass on the hill above the village when she was 
attacked by the tiger, killed and carried off in full view of 
her companions. The screams of the frightened women 
were heard in the village, and, while the women were
running back to Naini Tai to report the tragedy, the men 
of the village assembled and with great gallantry drove 
away the tiger. Knowing-- with an Indian's trust- that I 
would respond to the telegram they had sent me, they 
wrapped the body in a blanket and tied it to the topmost 
branch of a thirty-foot rhododendron tree. From the tiger's 
subsequent actions it was evident that he had been lying 
up close by and had watched these proceedings, for if hy 
had not seen the body being put up in a tree he would 
never have found it, as tigers have no sense of smell. 
101. What brought the author to the village? 

® rail @road © Naini Tai @a te egra 
I 02. Where did the tragedy occur? 

® in the village ® in the gi: s on the hill 
© above the village @ under th rliododen ron tree 

I 03. How long does teleg t ke to reach its 
destination? 
® three wee ® a month 
© a pf�6ng1\m @ a ong time 

I 04. Ho'w m'io eople did the tiger kill when the 
author arrived at the village? 
® one woman @two people 
© three people @two men 

105. How much time passed between the sending of the 
telegram 'and the writer's arrival at the village? 
® seven days ® ten days 
© Two weeks @ one month 

106. Where did the woman killed by the tiger live? 
® in a house adjoining the writer's house 
® in a village adjoining the writer's house in Naini Tat 
© under a tree near the writer's house 
@ in a compound of writer's house 

107. Why did the companions of the killed woman scream? 
® because they saw the woman being killed in broad 

daylight 
® because the tiger also made an attempt to kill them 
© because they thought that other people would come 

to rescue them 
@ because they were extremely sad 

oman? 

® die © prey @ sufferings 
117. What is the meaning of the word 'gallantry' in 

the passage? 
® courtliness @devotion to woman 
© immorality @ bravery 

118. What is the verb form of the word 'woman'? 
® womanly ® womanish © womanify @womanize 

119. What is the meaning of the phrase 'in company 
with' in the passage? 
® in a business concern ® in a social party 
© among companions @together with 

120. Which of the five senses does the tiger have? 
® hearing, sight and taste 
® sight, hearing and smell 
© sight, touch, smell and taste 
@ sight, touch, taste and hearing 

121. What is the noun form of the word 'assemble'? 
® assembloy ® assemblaze 
© assemblage @ assemblockage 

122. How did the author do the journey of the last 
twenty miles? 
®by cart 
© rail and road 

©by boat 
@by walking 
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I.23. What would be the synonym of" the word •elapse• as used in the passage. ® spend ® use © lose @ pass JL2..4. What is the antonym of" the word 'trust' as used in the passage. ® mistrust ® untrust © non-trust @ entrust n.2.5_ What is t:he meaning o:C t:he word 'several' in., the passage. ® many ® some © a lot @ the few 12,6_ What would be the meaning in Bengali, of" the sentence 4The tiger was· lying up close by' in the passage? @ <IT"roT � � <:!IC{J� ® � � � � � ©<IT"roT � � =�@���<:!lnT<:!/nT� l!..27. What kind of" a sentence is the 

question no 27? @ Being sure abou they tied the boay the tiger ® They were sure about my response to the telegram and tied the b d to the branch or a tree to attract the tiger © Those w. o were sure about my response to the t<:ile�a iel:sl the body to the branch or a tree ey �er-e sure about my response to the telegram 16(�!:,>e tte �o the body to the branch or a tree to �tfiact the tiger 1.29. VVliaij·s the meaning of" the word •subsequent• as used · the passage? @cons quent ® of later time or date than something ©early @prior to 130. What is the active voice of" the sentence 4The woman was attacked, killed and carried off by the tiger'? @ The woman attacked, kjlled and carried off by the tiger was seen by the women. ® The tiger was attacked, killed and carried off by the woman. © The tiger attacked, killed and carried off the woman. @ The tiger had attacked, ki I led and carried off the woman. 
101.D 102.C 103.C 104.A 105.A 106.H 107.A 108.C 109.C 110.C 111.D 112.A 113.C 1I4.C I I5.B 1I6.C 1.17.D 118.D 119.D 120.D 121.C 122.D I23.A J.24.A 125.B I26.B 1.27.A I28.A 129.B J.30.C 
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